
Among the iPhone alternatives available, according to CNET-TV's Natali 
Del Conte: 
 
The Samsung Instinct  
 -- Has an FM tuner  
-- Works on Sprint  
-- Doesn't have Wi-Fi  
-- Does offer a landscape keyboard  
-- 2 megapixel camera without a flash  
-- Does video capture  
-- Web panning that lets you move the Web page around by tipping it.  
-- Does have haptic feedback  
 
The LG Dare  
 -- It has a built-in camcorder which can playback in slow motion, which is the first of its 
kind in the US  
-- CNET editors found that it has really excellent call quality and most people feel that way about 
Verizon's service in general  
-- Works on Verizon  
-- Smaller than the iPhone  
-- Doesn't have Wi-Fi  
-- Has a 3.2 megapixel camera with autofocus, face detection, and light sensor technology  
 -- Cool drag and drop feature to customize your favorite applications  
-- Does have haptic feedback  
-- Does have a landscape keyboard  
 
The HTC Diamond  
 -- Runs Windows Mobile (great for Apple hold-outs...) 
-- One of the sexier smartphones  
-- VGA screen so the images are really crisp  
-- Has a 3D interface that lets you look through your menu and albums  
-- Wi-Fi, GPS and Bluetooth  
-- Not on a 3G band because no carrier has it in the US right now  
-- 3.2 megapixel camera with video capture  
 
The BlackBerry Curve  
 -- This is the best BlackBerry on the market right now although not for long with the 
BlackBerry Bold on its way. Plus, BlackBerry has a touchscreen/keyboard phone coming 
called the BalckBerry Thunder. VERY excited about that one!  
-- Works on just about every carrier: Verizon, T-Mobile, Sprint, AT&T  
-- Has Wi-Fi  
-- Full QWERTY keyboard  
-- No 3G  
-- 2 megapixel camera  
-- No video capture  
-- The BlackBerry browser is not great but you can download Opera mini if you want a better 
browser  
-- Has 3G but only on certain carriers 
 
<b>To see a complete rundown from CNET, go to this Web address: http://news.cnet.com/8301-
1035_3-9985925-94.html 
 


